This paper aims to present the formulation as of Finite Element Method, carried out via Weighted Residuals Method, for the solution of convection-diffusion problems. This work peculiarity is the usage of three types of test functions, polynomial and trigonometry functions (easily found in open literature) and, in special, with the application of hyperbolic functions. From the exact solutions taken as of the cases analyzed, each solution proposed has its efficiency demonstrated soon afterwards.
Introduction
Along last decades, the usage of numeric methods for the solution of problems in engineering has growth significantly. In special, the usage of numerical solutions in the hillside of Finite Element Method has being an efficient tool in the solution of problems in the areas of Thermal Science and Fluid Mechanics. The building of matrices of elements is been rigorously utilized for the consequent determination of a global matrix, capable to reach the physical properties studied (temperature, speed, pressure, vortex, etc…) at the nodes of meshes [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Nevertheless, when applying the method on complex problems where higher mesh refinements are necessary and with the gathering of building complex matrices, the computational resource becomes a worrying constraint. The large virtual memory utilization results extended computational periods. In this context, this paper reveals the first results obtained from a project, which objectives the building of approximate functions applied on certain physical problems. This starts with the analysis of simple and traditional one-dimensional problems of convection-diffusion. At this time, three families of functions used: polynomial, trigonometric and hyperbolic, and their results and particularities analyzed consecutively. Once the methods and results belong to an initial proposal, this work made use of Finite Element Method in the variant of Galerkin Method [6] [7] .
Finite Element Method: Galerkin Method
The problem of convection-diffusion one-dimensional treated in this paper has the following equation:
where x is the space coordinate given in m, u is the speed at the space direction x, measured in m/s, T is the temperature given in K and the thermal diffuseness's in m 2 /s. Being the boundary condition (condition of Robin) for a domain previously established within
with A1, A2, B1, B2, C1 e C2 arbitrary real constants.
Assuming Tk an approximate function of the exact solution T, residual equations can be defined at the following way:
R being respectively the residuals from the domain (0,L), in the boundary x = 0 and boundary x = L.
From the Galerkin Method an approximate solution of type Tk can be determined from the expression [8] ,
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where W is the weight function, part relevant in the building of the approximate function Tk.
Building of approximate functions
Polynomial Function
The approximate function as of the Family of polynomial functions and its derivatives of first order and second order are presented as follow;
where n represents the quantity of terms of the approximate function.
Substituting the equations (8-10) in equation (7), taking as
After the proper derivation results the following expression,
The equation above generates a linear system nn. The term 1  j implies that the term will appear only in the system at the line j = 1.
Trigonometric function
For the trigonometric functions are utilized the following equations:
Substituting the equations (13-15) into the equation (7), taking as
After proceeding with all integrations, the following equations are found:
Both previous equations generate a linear system nn. Substituting the equations (19-21) into equation (7), and taking as
Hyperbolic function
Applying integration on the equation above obtain:
Numerical Applications
The equations (12), (17-18) e (23-24), generate the linear systems capable to meet the coefficients ai presented in the equations (8), (13) e (19). Ahead, two applications are presented, the first with the boundary conditions preplanned and another that contains a boundary condition type flux. It is important to highlight that the approximated solutions in the equations (8), (13) e (19) do not satisfy obligatory the boundary conditions (2) and (3), what requires for the method utilized more robustness and efficiency. Application 1. This application considers k = u = 1, T(0) = 0 e T(1) = 1, which has the analytical solution at this way,
. In the Tables ahead is considered PF = polynomial function, TF = trigonometric function and HF = hyperbolic function. Table 1 shows the error committed (in module) for three points in the domain. The central point was chosen as well as the extremities to present the results, on the other hand, no restrictions are found if other points in the domain were chosen instead. For this application is important to reinforce that as n = 15 (for polynomial functions), n = 12 (for trigonometric functions) and n = 7 (for hyperbolic functions) the systems generated by the equations (12), (17-18) e (23-24) showed bad conditioned, being the numerical solution not reliable. The same happens with the results from the application 2.
Still in Table 1 , in general, is verified that the polynomial functions generated better results, but if considered as parameter only the results for a particular value of n where the matrix is not bad conditioned, the hyperbolic functions presented a slight better result. Below is shown the approximate functions for each family of functions, taking as criterion the choosing of the quantity of terms, for a precision at least equal to 10E-03, according to the Table 1. In the application, the numerical results are efficient (see Table 2 ) but is necessary a higher value for n, in comparison with the application 1. Since the Flux is one of the boundary condition it decreases the efficiency of the method due to the difficulties associated with the calculation. Nevertheless, with only 7 terms, except for the trigonometric functions, the results are satisfactory for the engineering cases (errors lower than 10E-03). Soon ahead some approximate functions of this application. 
Conclusion
It is common in the literature to face several situations where weighted functions are used (which generates the function of approximation) as of a family of polynomial functions. The usage of other families for approximation is less frequently used but for this paper this was the path chosen. The Galerkin Method was used due to its simplicity and easy implementation with a good effectiveness for polynomial functions. On the other hand, this method has certain limits when handling hyperbolic functions in the generation of system bad-conditioned as of a low value for n. Another step for authors is to analyze the same situation but by using another path of Finite Element, for example Least Squares Method. This last is characterized by the generation of symmetric systems and positive-defined; this fact can mitigate or even to exclude the bad-conditioned problems.
